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Learning models of the world

WE KNOW AN INCREASING AMOUNT ABOUT HOW WE LEARN AND
DECIDE ABOUT THE EXTERNAL WORLD (STATES, REWARDS)

Learning models of ourselves

DID I MAKE A MISTAKE?
IS MY MEMORY ACCURATE?
AM I GIVING A GOOD TALK?

WE KNOW LESS ABOUT HOW PEOPLE FORM BELIEFS ABOUT
THEMSELVES, AND HOW SELF-KNOWLEDGE GUIDES BEHAVIOUR

Defining metacognition
• “cognition about cognitive
phenomena...” (Flavell, 1979)
Self-reflection
Recursive thought
Introspection
etc…
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A primer on measuring metacognition

BEHAVIOUR
E.g. answer to
exam question;
response in a
psychophysics
experiment

SECOND-ORDER
REPORT
E.g. confidence in
getting the answer
right

(3) While you’re at an optometrist’s office she asks you to identify letters on
an eye chart with the help of a series of lenses. At first, your experience will be
too blurry to give you much confidence that a particular letter is an E rather
than an F, B, or G. But as she improves your visual acuity you’ll report
increasing confidence. As a way of approximating this experience, try to
identify the letters below1:

Confidence as core variable of interest for
metacognition

How does
metacognition work?
= hard question…
Which processes
support the formation
of confidence in
perception/action/
cognition?
= easier question

1. This is a mere approximation, because when looking at the image on the left we’re inclined to
report that the image itself is blurred, but when looking at the optometrist’s eye chart we don’t
have the same inclination. When looking at the optometrist’s eye chart the blurriness seems to
be a feature of one’s relation to the eye chart—a feature of one’s perspective on the eye
chart—rather than a feature of the chart itself, perhaps because of depth and illumination cues.
Still, it’s a helpful approximation.
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Nelson & Narens (1990)

• K. Sato and M. Koyasu, J. Acoust. Soc. Japan I,t, 231-255 (1957).
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Individual differences in metacognition
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(0.090)

Change intercept

Change covariance

0.011 (0.004)
0.003 (0.001)

0.001 (0.000)

Change variance

Mechanics of change

0.003 (0.001)

0.110
(0.169)

ΔPer

Dynamics of change

0.002 (0.001)

Per T2

Baseline
Covariance T1

ΔPer

0.004 (0.001)

1

0.004 (0.001)

Trained only
on perceptual
metacognition

0.004 (0.001)

Self-feedback effect

ΔMem
1

Mem T1

1

Mem T2

0.769
(0.114)

ΔMem

Effect of Coupling

1

1

Mem T1

1

0.007
(0.131)
1

Mem T2

Carpenter, Sherman, Kievit, Seth, Lau & Fleming (in press) JEP:General
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• Altered metacognitive beliefs in
psychopathology

Individual differences in metacognition

Within-subject construction of
confidence

The confusing anatomy of confidence
• Rodents
• OFC (Kepecs et al., 2008; Lak et al., 2014)
• Monkeys
• supplementary eye field (Middlebrooks &
Sommer, 2012)
• LIP (Kiani & Shadlen, 2009)
• thalamic pulivinar (Komura et al., 2013)
• Humans
• vmPFC (De Martino, Fleming et al., 2013;
Lebreton et al., 2015)
• ventral striatum (Hebart et al., 2016)
• dACC/pre-SMA (Fleck et al., 2006; Fleming et al.,
2012)
• rostrolateral prefrontal cortex (De Martino,
Fleming et al., 2013; Fleming et al., 2010; 2012;
2014; Hilgenstock et al., 2014)

Rat

Macaque

Human

Wallis (2011) Nat Neuro

Confounding multiple computations?

From
Newsome lab

Left or right?
Greater certainty about motion direction = greater decision confidence
Sensory certainty and confidence are confounded…

PERSPECTIVE

Confounding multiple computations?
Generative model
I: visual
information

Statistical inference

V: vestibular
information

“First-order”
uncertainty
: heading direction,
about
continuous variable
[–180,180] deg
properties
the world
Probabilistic
encoding, p( |z)

Certainty

Probabilistic
p(I| ) encoding
p(V| )

z: right or left, choicerelevant binary variable

I: visual
information

V: vestibular
information

p(I| ): visual likelihood
of heading

p(I| ): vestibular likelihood
of heading

p(I,V| ): visuo-vestibular
likelihood of heading
Bayesian
inference
p(z|I,V): posterior distribution
over choice-relevant variable

d(I,V): binary
choice, left or right

Confidence

Metacognitive
uncertainty
Confidence: p(z = k|d = k,I,V):
about
yourThis posterior
istribution
p(z |I,V).
belief that choice is correct
which,decision
as the posterior, is a
utions leading
to this choice
aboutup
the
nvolved in the decision-making process. The confidence in this choice, in contrast, is the probability
world

ent state z indeed corresponds to this choice, p (z = k|d = k, I,V). For more details, see Box 1.
Pouget et al. (2016) Nat Neuro

Close to line - low confidence
Far from line - high confidence

Fast serve - low sensory certainty
Slow serve - high sensory certainty

Task outline - scan session
1s
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2x2 design used
in scan session

Bang & Fleming (2018) PNAS
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low decision
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B
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A

sensory belief about the stimulus

probability
probability

A

Typical perceptual decision task:

easy decision

dissociation

hard decision

dissociation

sensory certainty
sensory certainty

Construction of confidence

Confidence estimation relies on tracking an interaction
between sensory certainty and boundary distance
Bang & Fleming (2018) PNAS
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Individual differences in confidence
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processes (Fleming et al., 2012; Hilgenstock et al., 2014; Morales et al., 2018)

505

(Fleming et al., 2010; Rounis et al., 2010; McCurdy et al., 2013).

mPFC carries
early confidence signals
506
507

508
509

Figure 6. Psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis showing functional connectivity w

arametric modulation of the BOLD signal by an EEG-derived single-trial confidence measure

mPFC 510
tracks prefrontal
early decision
confidence;
subsequently
coupled
withshown in green)
cortex (i.e.,
the seed region
of interest; approximate
location
lateral aPFC to support metacognitive control / communication

methods), during the decision phase of the trial. Results are reported at |Z|≥2.57, and

511 cluster
decision
of the
trial.
Clusters
in the anterior and dorsolateral prefrontal cor
sing a resampling procedure (minimum
size phase
162 voxels).
Bottom
right:
Time course

sponse, showing parametric modulation
by neural confidence
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orbitofrontal
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blue), show increased negative correlation with the

Gherman & Philiastedes (in press) eLife
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• Metacognition as a domaingeneral resource
• PFC as a hub for confidence
formation
• Altered metacognitive beliefs in
psychopathology

Metacognition and computational psychiatry
• Disorders of mental health are
subjectively - introspectively distressing
• One source of distressing beliefs may
be metacognitive distortions - e.g.
believing we are performing poorly
when we are doing well; misinterpreting
cognitive/emotional states
• Often global, applying to the self rather
than any one particular task/measure/
aspect of life (e.g. depression, GAD)
• In extreme cases, deficits in
metacognition may lead to lack of
insight / anosagnosia
David et al. (2012) Phil Trans B
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Cognitive functioning and disturbances of mood in
UK veterans of the Persian Gulf War :
a comparative study
A. S. D A V I D , " L. F A R R I N , L. H U L L, C. U N W I N , S. W E S S E L Y a n d T. W Y K E S

Background. Complaints of poor memory and concentration are common in veterans of the 1991
Persian Gulf War as are other symptoms. Despite a large 100
research effort, such symptoms remain
largely unexplained.
Method. A comprehensive battery of neuropsychological tests and rating scales was administered
to 341 UK servicemen who were returnees from the Gulf War and peace keeping duties in Bosnia,
plus non-deployed military controls. All were drawn from a80large randomized survey. Most were
selected on the basis of impaired physical functioning defined operationally.
Results. Group comparisons revealed an association between physical functioning and symptoms
of depression, post-traumatic stress reactions, increased anger and subjective cognitive failures.
Poorer performance on some general cognitive measures, sequencing and attention was also seen
60
in association with being ‘ ill ’ but virtually all differences disappeared
after adjusting for depressed
mood or multiple comparisons. Deployment was also associated with symptoms of post-traumatic
stress and subjective cognitive failures, independently of health status, as well as minor general
cognitive and constructional impairment. The latter remained significantly poorer in the Gulf group
even after adjusting for depressed mood.
40
Conclusions. Disturbances of mood are more prominent than quantifiable cognitive deficits in Gulf
War veterans and probably lead to subjective underestimation of ability. Task performance deficits
can themselves be explained by depressed mood although the direction of causality cannot be
inferred confidently. Reduced constructional ability cannot be explained in this way and could
be an effect of Gulf-specific exposures.
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Memory and concentration difficulties and
disturbances of mood are among the most
commonly 60
reported symptoms
with
80 associated 100
service in the 1990–1991 Persian Gulf War. In a
comprehensive survey of UK military personnel
who served in the Gulf War (GW), irritability
and anger was reported by 55 %, while forgetfulness and loss of concentration was reported
by 50 % and 45 %, respectively (Unwin et al.
1999). Clinical evaluation confirms these reports

Subjective cognitive failures (CFQ)

Total Score - CFQ

Total Score - CFQ

Objective cognitive failures (IQ)

ABSTRACT

Subjective cognitive failures (CFQ)

From the Gulf War Illnesses Research Unit, Guy’s, King’s and St Thomas’ School of Medicine,
King’s College and Institute of Psychiatry, London

(Coker et al. 1999) and surveys of US (Roy et al.
1998) and Danish servicemen (Suadicani et al.
1999) have produced similar figures.
0
Some studies
have been published specifically
-10the neuropsychological
0
10 or cog20
investigating
nitive performance of veterans (Goldstein et al.
1996 ; Axelrod & Milner, 1997 ; Haley et al.
Total
Score
- Becket Depression
1997 ; Hom et
al. 1997
; Silanpaa
al. 1997 ;
Anger et al. 1999 ; Storzbach et al. 2000), but few
consistent findings have emerged. Hence while
there is a well replicated high prevalence of
cognitive and emotional disturbances in surveys

30

40

50

60

Inventory
BDI score

David et al. (2002) Psych Med

Metacognition and psychopathology

Experiment structure
Experiment 1 - N=498 participants
Experiment 2 - N=497 participants

N = 497 participants

Perceptual
decision-making
task

Self-reported
symptom
questionnaires

Rouault*, Seow*, Gillan & Fleming (2018) Biological Psychiatry

Decision-making + confidence task
- Perceptual decision-making quantified
using SDT and drift-diffusion modelling

+

- Metacognition quantified using meta-d’
- Experiment 1 = variable stimulus
strength

Fixation
1000 ms

- Experiment 2 = staircase used to
isolate of metacognitive variability

Stimuli
300 ms

Choice

Rate your confidence:

Response
500 ms

certainly
wrong

certainly
correct

Conﬁdence Rating

Rouault*, Seow*, Gillan & Fleming (2018) Biological Psychiatry

Measuring Schizotypy) (37), impulsivity (Barratt Impulsiveness
Beyond the symptom
Scale 11) (38), obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) (Obsessivesychiatric diagnosis or
Compulsive Inventory-Revised [OCI-R]) (39), and social anxiety
Figure S1). It remains
Decision-making
+ confidence
task(40), and a short IQ evaluation
(Liebowitz
Social Anxiety Scale)
ectrum,
certain partici(International Cognitive Ability Resource) (41) (see Supplemental
agnosis and therefore

Confidence ratings
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Rouault*, Seow*, Gillan &20
Fleming (2018) Biological Psychiatry

questionnaire, different items may map onto separable latent
factors, which are unobservable in traditional analyses. The set
of questionnaires in experiment 1 was not a priori designed to
enable the identiﬁcation of such latent factors. To address this
issue, we included additional questionnaires allowing identiﬁcation of underlying transdiagnostic psychiatric dimensions

Supplemental Figure S7C). However, the AD factor was
signiﬁcantly associated with lower conﬁdence level (b = 2.20,
p , .001), whereas the CIT factor was signiﬁcantly associated
with higher conﬁdence level (b = .23, p , .001) (Figure 4).
Importantly, the identiﬁed subcategories of symptoms related
to heightened conﬁdence level were not visible in standard

Identifying latent transdiagnostic dimensions
A

C
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0.4
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B 40
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Factor number

Respective loadings for each factor

1

0.6

30

Factor ‘Anxious-Depression’

−0.5

Factor ‘Compulsive Behavior and Intrusive Thought’
0.5
0.0
−0.5

Alcoholism
Apathy
Depression
Eating Disorders
Generalized Anxiety
Impulsivity
OCD
Schizotypy
Social Anxiety

Factor ‘Social Withdrawal’
0.5
0.0
−0.5

Individual questionnaire items (209 items)

Figure 3. Three latent factors (dimensions) explained the shared variance between all questionnaire items. (A) Correlation matrix of 209 questionnaire items
showing signiﬁcant correlations between the answers to questionnaire items across subjects. The color scale indicates the correlation coefﬁcient.
(B) Eigenvalues from the factor analysis revealing a three-factor solution that best accounted for our data. We labeled these factors anxious-depression,
compulsive behavior and intrusive thought, and social withdrawal, according to the strongest individual item loadings. The inset corresponds to a zoom on the
ﬁrst few factors. (C) Item loadings onto each factor, color-coded by questionnaire. See also Supplemental Figures S1 and S2. OCD, obsessive-compulsive disorder.

See also Gillan et al. (2016) eLife
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Metacognition (but not decision performance) is
associated with latent symptom dimensions
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*p<.05 uncorr, ***p<.001, corrected for multiple comparisons over number of dependent variables
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Metacognitive impairments
extend perceptual decision making
weaknesses in compulsivity

sted online Jan. 5, 2017; doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/098277. The copyright holder for this preprint (which was
1,3 under a CC-BY-NC 4.0 International license
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Raymond J. Dolan1,2

Awareness of one’s own abilities is of paramount importance in adaptive decision making.
Psychotherapeutic theories assume such metacognitive insight is impaired in compulsivity, though
this is supported by scant empirical evidence. In this study, we investigate metacognitive abilities
in compulsive participants using computational models, where these enable a segregation between
metacognitive and perceptual decision making impairments. We examined twenty low-compulsive and
twenty high-compulsive participants, recruited from a large population-based sample, and matched for
other psychiatric and cognitive dimensions. Hierarchical computational modelling of the participants’
metacognitive abilities on a visual global motion detection paradigm revealed that high-compulsive
participants had a reduced metacognitive ability. This impairment was accompanied by a perceptual
decision making deficit whereby motion-related evidence was accumulated more slowly in high
compulsive participants. Our study shows that the compulsivity spectrum is associated with a reduced
ability to monitor one’s own performance, over and above any perceptual decision making difficulties.
Knowing what you did and how well you did it is crucial for achieving one’s goals and making adequate decisions1. Humans are burdened with imperfect perception and recollection, and this extends to the metacognitive
ability to recognize such deficits. Despite this sub-optimality, we retain an ability to quantify the degree to which
we can rely on our behaviour as represented by the feeling of confidence.
Confidence helps us determine how much credit we should assign to an information source, enabling us to
calibrate our future behaviour. Metacognitive ability is thus important for good performance, and it is known that
metacognitive training improves decision making2. However, there are considerable variations in metacognitive
3–5
2. Metacognitive
impairments
performance, i.e. how well humans are able to consciously judge theirFigure
own performance
. Poor metacognitive
Hauser et
skills, or insight, can have detrimental real-world consequences. For example, one might assign too much credit

in (2018)
high compuls
al.
Sci Rep

Summary
• We can measure metacognition across different tasks as the statistical
association between behaviour and self-evaluation (confidence)
• Adopting a signal detection theory framework allows simultaneous
estimation of both first-order (d’) and metacognitive (meta-d’) sensitivity
• Psychiatric symptom dimensions are associated with changes in
metacognitive beliefs over and above differences in behavioural
performance
• These confidence estimates are encoded in (domain-general?) mPFC
activation patterns
• Modelling generalisation of metacognitive beliefs holds promise for
understanding distorted self-beliefs / self-esteem
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